ABSTRACT We propose a novel feature fusion based multi-task convolutional neural network (ConvNet) for simultaneous bit-rate and modulation format identification (BR-MFI) and optical performance monitoring (OPM) in heterogeneous fiber-optic networks. The proposed multi-task ConvNet fuses the intermediate layers through the convolutional operation and then trains multi-task losses on the fused feature. In addition to traditional multi-task ConvNet's ability of the feature extraction and sharing, our multi-task ConvNet is able to capture both global and local information of phase portraits and has good performance on OPM and BR-MFI tasks in a short processing time (∼51 ms). The simulation results of six signals (consisted of two bit-rates and three modulation formats) demonstrate the root-mean-square (RMS) errors of the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), chromatic dispersion (CD) and differential group delay (DGD) are 0.81 dB, 1.52 ps/nm and 0.32 ps, respectively. Meanwhile, the 100% classification accuracy can be obtained for BR-MFI. Besides, the effects of the fused feature shape, the location of feature extracted for fusion, the transmitter variations and fiber nonlinearity on the performance of the proposed technique are thoroughly investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
OPM as well as BR-MFI is planned to be an important part of the future optical networks for the purpose of monitoring the quality of optical signals precisely. The future dynamic optical networks are designed to transmit various signal rates and modulation formats to meet the needs of signal transmission, and the signals may accumulate different amounts of impairments during the transmission [1] , [2] . Many proposed OPM techniques presume the prior knowledge of the signal's format and bit-rate or attain these information from the upper-layer protocols to monitor the network impairments [3] . Nevertheless, it's unpractical to add extra crosslayer communication for the OPM devices since they have limited tolerance of complexity. Hence, it's meaningful to
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develop OPM techniques which can monitor various impairments under different formats and bit-rates without any prior information. Additionally, BR-MFI is also important since the OPM techniques may be signal type dependent. And the identified signal type information is helpful for the digital coherent receivers to choose a proper carrier recovery module. Therefore, in order to monitor critical optical performance parameters and identify modulation formats/signal rates in a real-time way, it is significant to develop OPM and BR-MFI techniques for the optical network.
Over the past few years, various machine learning algorithms have been applied for OPM or BR-MFI. Previous works used various algorithms from the community of machine learning, including the support vector machine (SVM) [4] , the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [5] , as well as the back-propagation artificial neural network (BP-ANN) [3] , [6] . However, these works were proposed only for OPM VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ or BR-MFI alone, since they regard the OPM and BR-MFI as separate tasks and ignore the potential relevance between them, which is inefficient. Moreover, many machine learning algorithms such as principal component analysis (PCA) [3] , [7] , BP-ANN [8] were proposed for the joint optimization of OPM and BR-MFI. The problem of joint optimization of OPM and BR-MFI can be divided into the impairments monitoring task, the modulation format classification task and the bit-rate classification task. However, these works mainly focus on OSNR parameter, regardless of other critical optical performance parameters. Furthermore, all of the machine learning algorithms used by these works lack the capability to extract and share features. Specifically, rich domain expertise is needed to design a feature extractor since machine learning algorithms cannot process raw data directly, and the extracted features cannot share helpful information among each task. Therefore, it is necessary to develop more advanced algorithms to avoid the drawbacks of machine learning algorithms. Lately, deep learning (DL) with the strong capability of automatic feature extraction has attracted more and more attention [9] - [11] . Some joint OSNR estimation and format classification methods based on ConvNet and eye diagrams have been proposed [12] , [13] . However, the above methods based on conventional ConvNet only solved the problem of feature extraction except feature sharing. We believe that OPM and BR-MFI are not a standalone problem, but their task performance can be influenced by each other. For example, different types of signals have different tolerance to the specific impairments. Efficiently extracting and sharing the features provided by the relevant tasks like BR-MFI and OPM can boost the performance of the individual tasks. Guided by this idea, our previous work proposed a ConvNet-based multi-task learning method to attain the capability of feature sharing for the sake of joint optimization of OPM and BR-MFI [14] . Thanks to the multi-task learning method, our multi-task ConvNet attained both the capability of feature sharing and feature extraction [15] , [16] .
However, our previous work still can be improved in the following aspects. (1) Reduce the cost of the devices. Our previous work used asynchronous delay-tap sampling (ADTS) method which requires a couple of high-bandwidth samplers to obtain phase portraits [17] . Instead, we can use asynchronous single channel sampling (ASCS) method which only require single-tap sampling to obtain phase portraits [18] , [19] . (2) Use feature fusion to improve performance. The fact which is overlooked is that the distribution of information on features is hierarchical throughout the ConvNet as proved in [20] . Lower layers respond to edges, corners, and the density of sample points presented in the initial phase portrait, and hence contains better impairment features. They would be more suitable for learning impairments monitoring task since optical impairments would directly affect the shape and amplitude of the signal and change the distribution of sample points in phase portraits. On the other hand, higher layers carry increasingly less information about the visual contents of the phase portrait, and increasing more information related to the class of the phase portrait. Therefore, they would be more suitable for learning abstract concept related classification tasks which are desired for modulation format classification and bit-rate classification. Obviously, in our previous work, it is imperfect to train a multi-task ConvNet for joint OPM and BR-MFI using features only from the last layer. Therefore, we extract and transform features from different layers of multi-task ConvNet to a common subspace. Then, based on the fused feature, we train three tasks (the impairments monitoring task, the modulation format classification task, and the bit-rate classification task) simultaneously based on the overall loss function. Both the global and local information of phase portrait is captured by our method through this way.
In this paper, we improve our previous work and propose a novel feature fusion based multi-task ConvNet which uses fused features for simultaneous OPM and BR-MFI tasks in conjunction with phase portraits obtained through ASCS. The use of ASCS reduces the cost of the monitoring devices. Our novel multi-task ConvNet improves task performance. Numerical simulations are performed for 60/100 Gbps quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK), 60/100 Gbps 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM), and 60/100 Gbps 64QAM signals in the scenario of various FIGURE 3. The architecture of the feature fusion based multi-task ConvNet. The ''Backbone'' part is consisted of 8 consecutive layers. These layers can be divided into three levels: The low-level (layer 1-3), the mid-level (layer 4-7) and the high-level (layer 8). Features (''Conv_a'', ''Conv_b'' and ''Conv_c'') extracted from different levels are concatenated in the fusion layer. The parameter j ∈ {1, 2, 3} in the fusion layer represents the number of fused features. There is no feature to fuse and only exist the ''Conv_c'' feature when j equals 1. The ''Conv_c'' is concatenated with one of the ''Conv_a'' and the ''Conv_b'' when j equals 2. All three feature are concatenated together when j equals 3. Finally, the output of the fusion layer is send to the fully connected layers to predict the results. The shape parameter of each layer is shown in the figure. impairments such as OSNR, DGD, and CD, validate simultaneous OPM and BR-MFI with good accuracies.
II. METHODS

A. ASYNCHRONOUS SINGLE CHANNEL SAMPLING
The schematic diagram of ASCS is shown in Fig. 1(a) . After the direct detection of optical signal by the photodetector (PD), the transformed electrical signal amplitude is sampled asynchronously with a slow rate. The time interval T sampling between adjacent samples can be expressed as
where n is an integer, T symbol is the symbol period and is much bigger than the time interval τ . Furthermore, between samples S i and S i+k , the total time interval T total can be expressed as
where t is the cumulative remaining time interval of τ while m is an integer. Consider S 1 , S 2 , · · · S N be a discrete sample sequence acquired by ASCS, we connect the sample sequence end to end, then rotate clockwise the ''pair sampler'' to attain sample pair (S i , S i+k ) started from the head of the sequence, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . It is noted that the ''pair sampler'' with fixed sample spacing cannot surpass the stop line. Next, the sample pairs (S 1 , S 1+k ), (S 2 , S 2+k ), · · · (S N −k , S N ) are used to generate the phase portrait. The ADTS needs a pair of high-bandwidth samplers and a physical delay line, but the ASCS only need one sampler, which is very economical. The phase portraits of all types of signals under various transmission impairments are shown in Fig. 2 . It is evident that the signal types as well as optical impairments have a great influence on patterns of phase portraits such as shape, edge, and the density of points. Hence, we can design novel multi-task ConvNet which makes full use of the global and local image information for simultaneous OPM and BR-MFI tasks with higher accuracies.
B. FEATURE FUSION BASED MULTI-TASK CONVNET
Two theories are used to create our network: (1) The distribution of the features is hierarchical in ConvNet. The features of the lower layer are informative for impairments monitoring task, and the features of the higher layer are more appropriate for the abstract classification task. (2) Multi-task learning can improve the performance of the individual task by the feature sharing, which has been confirmed by our previous work [14] . Therefore, for simultaneous OPM and BR-MFI, it is meaningful to fuse the intermediate layers' features and learn all tasks based on the fused feature.
The structure of our network is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The ''Backbone'' part of the network is consisted of eight layers started from the first ''Input'' layer to the eighth ''Conv5'' layer. The input phase portrait, which is a 100×100 VOLUME 7, 2019 gray-scale image, would be processed successively by the layers in the ''Backbone'' part, and the features of different layers would be produced. Then, we extract features from the ''Pool1'', ''Conv3'', and ''Conv5'' layers. Due to the different dimension of feature maps from these layers (''Pool1'': 49 × 49 × 96, ''Conv3'': 21 × 21 × 384, ''Conv5'': 17×17×256), we add ''Conv_a'', ''Conv_b'', and ''Conv_c'' convolutional layers to ''Pool1'', ''Conv3'', and ''Conv5'' layers respectively, to attain feature maps with the same dimension of 8 × 8 × 256. Then, we use the fusion layer to concatenate the features to form a feature map with the dimension of 8 × 8 × (256 × j), where the parameter j is the number of feature maps to be concatenated in the fusion layer. In order to fuse the concatenated features, a convolution layer named ''Conv_all'' with the 1 × 1 kernel is added to attain feature maps with the dimension of 8 × 8 × 192. The fully connected layer ''FC_1'' is connected to ''Conv_all'' layer. The ''FC_2'' layer with the dimension of 100 is fully connected to ''FC_1'' layer. Finally, three fully connected layers with the dimension of 2, 3, and 3 are parallel added to the ''FC_1'' layer to predict the bit-rate classification task, the modulation format classification task and the impairments monitoring task, respectively.
We present several feature maps of each layer in ''Backbone'' part, as shown in Fig. 4 . It is clear that the feature maps are distributed hierarchically from the first to eighth layers. We can roughly divide these feature maps into three levels. The first level is the low-level features (1-3 layers) containing lots of visual information about edges, corners, and the density of points, and the second level is the midlevel features (4-7 layers) becoming increasingly abstract and less visually interpretable. This means the mid-level starts to encode concepts such as ''format'' or ''bit-rate''. The third level is the high-level features (8th layer) where no visual information exists but abstract concepts. The three levels are also marked in Fig. 3 .
Given total N training samples, the training data of the input phase portraits can be denoted as
, where x i ∈ R 100×100×1 . The labels of the impairments monitoring task, the bit-rate classification task and the modulation format classification task are y im i ∈ R 3 (three values of OSNR, CD and DGD, which are normalized to [0, 1]), y b i ∈ {0, 1} (two bit-rates), and y m i ∈ {0, 1, 2} (three modulation formats), respectively. Thus, the data label can be denoted as
. As a regression problem, the loss function of the impairments monitoring task can be expressed as
where W im is the network parameters of the impairments monitoring task. f x i ; W im is the output of the impairments monitoring task. As a classification problem, the loss function of the bit-rate classification is the cross-entropy, defined as
where W b is the network parameters of the bit-rate classification task. Similarly, the loss function of the modulation format classification can be expressed as
where W m is the network parameters of the modulation format classification task. Finally, the total loss of the simultaneous OPM and BR-MFI using multi-task learning can be expressed as
where λ 1 and λ 2 are the importance factors of the bit-rate classification task and the modulation format classification task, respectively. The method of the gradient descent can be used to minimize the total loss function. The importance factors have significant impact on model performance as analyzed in [14] . To balance different tasks and attain good performance, we choose λ 1 = 1.2 and λ 2 = 0.8 in our work. We train four different models to evaluate the performance. The first model named as ''abc'' has complete structure as shown in Fig. 3 (j = 3) . The second model is named as ''ac'', whose ''Conv_b'' layer is removed (j = 2). Similarly, the third model without ''Conv_a'' layer is named as ''bc'' (j = 2). The last model without ''Conv_a'' and ''Conv_b'' layers is named as ''c'', which means no feature to fuse (j = 1). Noted that all the four models are created based on the idea of feature sharing but with different degrees of feature fusion. Specifically, the ''abc'' model fuses all features from the three levels, the ''ac'' model fuses the features from the low and high levels, the ''bc'' model fuses the features from the mid and high levels. The ''c'' model has no feature to fuse, which means the ''c'' model doesn't have the ability of feature fusion. The comparison among the four models can emerge the effect of feature fusion. Fig. 5 shows several feature maps (reshaped from 100 × 1 to 10 × 10) of the ''FC_2'' layer in all models. As demonstrated by the confident scores (red bars under each image) and the similar feature maps generated by one model under the same attribute, the three models with the capability of FIGURE 5. The feature maps reshaped from the ''FC_2'' layer of the ''abc'' model (2nd row), the ''bc'' model (3rd row), the ''ac'' model (4th row), and the ''c'' model (5th row) in response to the phase portraits (1st row). The red bar under each feature map is the confident score, where the higher score denotes higher probability to be the right modulation format. feature fusion yield relatively higher confident scores than ''c'' model. Moreover, the ''abc'' model outperforms ''ac'' and ''bc'' models, ''ac'' and ''bc'' model yield close confident scores. We can conclude form the similar feature maps generated by single model that all the four models have the capability of feature sharing. Moreover, the differences among feature maps generated by each model show that, the different ways of feature fusion lead to different optimization spaces, which can be used to improve model performance.
Then, we present a part of filters in the ''Conv_all'' layer learned by the four models. As shown in Fig. 6 , the filters learned by ''c'' model are visually flat and smooth, which means they mainly capture high-level features. When the mid-level feature is fused with the high-level feature, the filters learned by ''bc'' model appear to have slight geometric structure around and flat centrally. It means that the filters learned by ''bc'' model are trying to capture information from both the mid-level and high-level features. When the lowlevel feature is fused with the high-level feature, the filters learned by ''ac'' appear strong geometric structure and very slight flat part. It means that the filters learned by ''ac'' model are trying to capture information from both the low-level and high-level features. Finally, when the low-level, mid-level, and high-level features are fused together, the filters learned by ''abc'' model present all the patterns in the filters of other three models, which means they are capturing information from the three levels of features. With the help of feature fusion, the model can form a new optimization space, which may improve the model performance. 10, 100 Gbps: 01) represent two different bit-rates. Similarly, the format label vectors (QPSK: 100, 16QAM: 010, 64QAM: 001) represent three different modulation formats. Two separate subsets named as training and testing set are randomly divided from the original dataset according to the proportion of 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. During the process of training, our feature fusion based multi-task ConvNet can improve model performance gradually by the capability of feature extraction, sharing, and fusion. The testing set is used to investigate the model performance.
III. SYSTEM SETUP AND RESULTS
A. IMPAIRMENTS MONITORING
Firstly, the impairments monitoring losses under different epochs for the four models are shown in Fig. 8(a) . It is evident that the losses reduce with the increase of the epochs for all models. Moreover, the ''abc'' model with low-level, midlevel, and high-level feature fusion outperforms the others, and the performance of the ''ac'' model is better than the ''bc'' model's. The worst performance is achieved by the ''c'' model. It is because that the ''c'' model only use the highlevel feature, which contains less impairments information than the fused features. The RMS errors over different impairments of the four models are shown in Fig. 8(b) . The RMS errors are 1.52 ps/nm, 0.81 dB, and 0.32 ps for the ''abc'' model, which outperforms the others.
Moreover, the detailed performance of the ''abc'' model is shown in Fig. 9 . The impairments monitoring results against the true values are shown in Fig. 9(a)-(c) . It can be seen that the estimations of the CD, OSNR, and DGD are quite accurate. The ''abc'' model's RMS errors of six signals under each impairment values are shown in Fig. 9(d) -(e) in detail.
It is noted that in Fig. 9(d) , the three signals of 100 Gbps have larger errors than the other three signals of 60 Gbps. And for the signals under the same rate, higher order modulation signals are more difficult to estimate. This is because that the signals with higher bite-rate and higher order format are more susceptible to the CD impairment, causing the greater estimation errors. It is clear that the trend of the CD estimation error decrease with the increase of the reference CD. It is because that when CD starts to increase in the monitoring range (0-450 ps/nm), each step of the growth can bring notable distinguish on phase portraits, which is beneficial for the monitoring.
It can be seen from Fig. 9 (e) that in the range of 10-20 dB, the errors of all six signals decrease with the increase of OSNR. However, in the range of 20-28 dB, they increase with the increase of OSNR. The explanation of the reduction of the OSNR estimate errors is similar to the reduction of the CD estimate errors'. However, different with the monitoring range of CD, the monitoring range of OSNR contains a threshold (20 dB). When OSNR surpass the threshold, the OSNR effect on phase portraits is becoming weaker and weaker, which is difficult for the model to estimate. Fig. 9(f) shows the RMS errors of DGD for all signals. It is obvious that when the DGD equals to zero, the errors of all six signals are relatively large. However, when DGD reaches the value of 1 and increases in the range of 1-10 ps, the RMS errors drop suddenly and oscillates around 0.28 ps. The reason is that when DGD equals to zero, no DGD effect is added to phase portraits, which is difficult for the model to estimate. When DGD changes in the range of 1-10 ps, the adjacent DGD values have the similar effect on phase portraits. The results show that our feature fusion based multitask model can monitor impairments of large range precisely.
B. BIT-RATE AND MODULATION FORMAT IDENTIFICATION
Secondly, we investigate the BR-MFI performance of the four models as shown in Fig. 10 . The name of each curve consists of the abbreviation for the specific classification task and the name of the model. For instance, the name ''br_c'' means that the curve represents the bit-rate classification accuracies of the ''c'' model. Similarly, the name ''mfi_c'' means that the curve represents the modulation format classification accuracies of the ''c'' model. Noted that the accuracies of bit-rate classification and modulation format classification all attain 100% for each model. Specifically, the minimum epochs to attain 100% accuracy of bit-rate classification and format classification for ''abc'', ''ac'', ''bc'', and ''c'' models are (55,40), (50,35), (35, 20) , and (30,15), respectively. We can conclude that for each model, the bit-rate classification task spends larger epoch than the format classification task. This is because that format can present more distinct phase portraits than bit-rate, which is easier to recognize. Moreover, it is found that the ''abc'' model spend larger training epochs than the ''ac'', ''bc'' and ''c'' models, and the ''c'' model spend the minimum training epochs. The reason for this is that the low-level and mid-level features in the ''abc'' model contain many visual information, which is not suitable for classification task. These visual information need to be encoded and extracted to form the concept of class, thus it would spend more training epochs.
Then, Fig. 11 and v m i represents the probability of the distinct bit-rate and format type, respectively. Moreover, the sum of the probabilities of the two output neurons of the bit-rate classification equals to 1. Similarly, the sum of the probabilities of the three output neurons of the format classification task also equals to 1. The argmax v m i as well as argmax v b i is taken as the classified modulation format and bit-rate, respectively. For modulation format classification task, the huge separation between the largest element in v m i and the rest means that the performance of the modulation format classification is excellent. However, the separation between the elements of v b i are relatively small, and several 100 Gbps QPSK signals are very easy to be misidentified to the opposite rate, since they are close to the classification threshold of 0.5. Again, the above results confirm that the bitrate classification task is more difficult than the modulation format classification task.
C. THE LOCATION AND SHAPE OF EXTRACTED FEATURE FOR FUSION
Besides, we study the influence of different location and shapes of the extracted features on the ''abc'' VOLUME 7, 2019 model performance. Firstly, the influence of the location is studied. As mentioned above, the features are distributed hierarchically, and the adjoining layers are highly relevant, it is no need to consider the fusion of all the adjoining layers. Moreover, Table 1 shows the filter size and filter stride of each layer in ''Backbone'' part that we used to obtain the feature map with the fixed dimension of 8 × 8 × 256 for fusion. We extract features from the low-level part (1-3 layers) and mid-level part (4-7 layers) with different combination of locations, then concatenate them with the high-level feature (8th layer) to train twelve models. Three indicators (impairment monitoring loss, number of bit-rate classification error, and test time per image) reflecting model performance in response to the different combination of location are shown in Table 2 . Noted that all the twelve models attain the accuracy of 100% on the modulation format classification task, so it is ignored in Table 2 .
It is found that when the location of feature extraction varies among the mid-level part (4-7 layers), the impairments monitoring losses of the fourth and fifth layers are close. The sixth layer obtains the minimum loss. When the location of extracted feature varies among the low-level part (1-3 layer), the impairments monitoring loss decreases with the increase of the layer number. This is because that the network structure behind the fusion layer is fixed and relatively simple, thus its capability of feature extraction is limited. Instead of using the features which are relatively raw from the front part of the ''Backbone'', the features from the latter part which are fully processed is easier to get lower impairment monitoring loss.
For the number of the bit-rate classification error, when the location of feature extraction varies among the mid-level part (4-7 layer), the sixth layer obtains the minimum number of errors. It is because that the seventh and eighth layer are adjacent layers, the features of them are highly correlated and similar. Therefore, the fusion of features from the seventh and eighth layers is helpless to improve the performance of classification. In addition, the differences of test time among all models are small, and all models satisfy the requirement of real-time monitoring (∼ 51 ms). Overall, when the features are extracted from the third and sixth layer, the fused feature can help the model to get optimal results (minimum loss, no error, test time is ∼51 ms on Intel Core i7 CPU).
Then, the influence of the feature shape is investigated. In this part, we mainly consider the impairments monitoring task. The shape of the feature consists of the width, the height, and the number of channels. In particular, in this work, the width is equal to the height, thus the length of the edge is used to describe them. We adjust the number of channels and the length of the edge when other parameters are fixed. The number of channels is changed in the range of 128-384 (in steps of 64), and the length of the edge is changed in the range of 4-12 (in steps of 2). The impairments monitoring losses in response to the different feature shapes are shown in Fig. 12 . It is clear that when the number of channels and the length of edge are inappropriate (too large or too small), the losses would increase. The minimum loss is achieved when the number of channels and the length of edge are 256 and 8, respectively. It is because that the quantity of useful information is limited, more channels or larger edge lead to huge amount of parameters, and less channels or smaller edge cannot obtain all useful information, resulting in the suboptimal results.
As analyzed above, we can conclude that the location and shape of extracted feature for fusion do have significant influence on models' performance. It is crucial to select appropriate location and feature shape for fusion. For the task of simultaneous OPM and BR-MFI, we think that the location of (layer 3, layer 6) and the feature shape of 8 × 8 × 256 is a suitable setting.
D. FIBER NONLINEARITY AND TRANSMITTER VARIATIONS
Next, in order to analyze the reliability of the proposed technique, fiber nonlinearity and transmitter variations are considered. Specifically, due to the manufacturing tolerances and components ageing of the transmitter, the rise and fall times of the pulses as well as the extinction ratios would change slightly. Moreover, in practical optical networks, the influence of the fiber nonlinearity cannot be ignored. Therefore, the two factors would affect the performance of our technique. In particular, one transmitter which is dissimilar to the ideal transmitter (without transmitter variations) is used to generate new testing set. The rise/fall times of the pulses and extinction ratios generated by this transmitter and the ideal transmitter differ in the range of 15%-25% and 3 dB, respectively. On the other hand, we change the system configuration of fiber nonlinear coefficient γ and input power from 0/W· km and −6 dBm to 1.2/W· km and 0 dBm, respectively. The transmission fiber link is 1000 km. The changed system is used to generate another new testing set which is affected by the fiber nonlinear effects. Finally, the ''abc'' model trained by the original training set (generated by ideal transmitter and without the effect of fiber nonlinearity) is used to evaluate above two new testing sets. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the results of impairments monitoring and BR-MFI for two scenarios (transmitter variations and fiber nonlinearity). As for the transmitter variations, it is obvious that the RMS errors of the CD estimation remain almost unaffected, and the RMS errors of the OSNR and DGD are increased by ∼0.1 dB and ∼0.06 ps, respectively. Affected by transmitter variations, the accuracy of the BR-MFI drops from 100% to 99.7%, as shown in Fig. 14(a) . Specifically, two 100 Gbps QPSK phase portraits are misclassified as 60 Gbps QPSK phase portraits. On the other hand, for the fiber nonlinearity, it is clear that the RMS errors of the CD, OSNR and DGD are increased by ∼0.057 ps/nm, ∼0.030 dB and ∼0.032 ps. As shown in Fig. 14(b) , the overall accuracy drops from 100% to 99.5% since three 100 Gbps QPSK phase portraits are misclassified as 60 Gbps QPSK phase portraits. We can conclude that our feature fusion based multi-task ConvNet is robust against the transmitter variations and fiber nonlinearity. Moreover, in order to improve the robustness of our technique, the phase portraits which are affected by the transmitter variations and the fiber nonlinearity should be used in the training of the model with the convenient method of transfer learning [23] .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a feature fusion based multi-task ConvNet for simultaneous OPM and BR-MFI. Instead of training the multi-task ConvNet only using the feature from the last layer, the feature differences of different layers are considered. The fused feature of low-level, mid-level, and high-level is used to train the multi-task ConvNet to improve the model performance. With the proposed method, the RMS errors of OSNR, CD, and DGD are 0.81 dB, 1.52 ps/nm, and 0.32 ps, respectively. Besides, 100% accuracy is attained for the BR-MFI task. Moreover, the effects of the location, the shape of feature extracted for fusion, the transmitter variations, and the fiber nonlinearity on model performance are also investigated. Due to the rapid running time (∼51 ms) and high monitoring precision, this technique is a promising candidate for simultaneous OPM and BR-MFI in future dynamic optical networks. 
